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Enhanced cyber-protection for
your confidential data

As the world becomes more hyper-connected, enterprises are
increasingly more vulnerable to cyber-attacks which could lead
to extensive outages for the businesses, trade, government and
financial institutions. We are in an era of increased threat from
elaborate data breaches and denials of service. These threats
to information assurance are on the rise and are increasing in
sophistication. More than ever, it is critical for enterprises to ensure
the security of their networks and data.

Protect your data with
CyphreLink for continuous
security assurance.

About CyphreLink
CyphreLink is a fully-managed service that provides Global 360º data security protection for sensitive and proprietary information
transiting any network. Operating as an over-the-top application, this powerful solution provides virtually unassailable encryption
for data in-transit, network certificates, and encryption keys by establishing a highly-secure connection between trusted end points.
With CyphreLink, enterprises can be ensured that the secure connection across satellite, fixed, or wireless networks can be done with
greater flexibility and agility than traditional connections. Connections are protected from man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks and
unauthorized eavesdropping. This allows enterprises to leverage virtually any network efficiently and cost-effectively.

Features

Benefits

Hardware-based Encryption
CyphreLink is not vulnerable to hacks that impact
traditional security, software-based technologies, and
consumer devices

CyphreLink provides virtually limitless protection for
satellite communications:

Always-On Protection
It does not require a threat to be detected in order to
protect data.
No User Action Required
It ensures protection cannot be disabled by employees
and contractors.
Zero Overhead, Zero Latency
It improves speed and security while reducing cost.
Full Compliance
Whether it is with business security, industry standards or
government regulations.

• Virtual tunnel from remote assets from satellite to
teleports
• Full protection regardless of security of the link and
terrestrial hardware
• Intra-site network traffic encrypted and secured
• Perpetually future-proof as no patching or upgrades
are required
• Easily incorporated into an enterprise’s existing data
protection, key management and access control
technologies.

Future-Proof Solution
It is not impacted by old software, patches, and other
security gaps.

Deployment Flexibility
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About Singtel
Singtel is Asia’s leading communications technology group, providing a portfolio of services from next-generation communication,
technology services to infotainment to both consumers and businesses. For consumers, Singtel delivers a complete and
integrated suite of services, including mobile, broadband and TV. For businesses, Singtel offers a complementary array of
workforce mobility solutions, data hosting, cloud, network infrastructure, analytics and cyber-security capabilities. The Group
has presence in Asia, Australia and Africa and reaches over 650 million mobile customers in 21 countries. Its infrastructure and
technology services for businesses span 21 countries, with more than 428 direct points of presence in 362 cities.

About Singtel Satellite
Singtel Satellite is Asia’s leading provider of one stop satellite communications and ICT solutions, driving innovations to meet
voice and digital challenges in Fixed and Mobile Satellite segments on both land and at sea.
With a strategic focus on Maritime communications, Singtel Satellite engages the key needs of Maritime customers with
broadband satellite communications, Cyber Security solutions and ICT applications in Crew Welfare, Operational Efficiency, and
Monitoring and Control, bridging mission critical communication gaps between ship and shore.
From satellite to fibre to IP, Singtel Satellite offers global coverage and versatility across platforms. Backed by 3 teleports
pointing to more than 30 satellites and supported by our award winning IP VPN infrastructure and an extensive terrestrial
network of with more than 428 direct points of presence in 362 cities, Singtel Satellite ensures quality customer experience in
communications and connectivity.
Committed to delivering service excellence and with more than 40 years of collective experience, Singtel Satellite empowers
global customers with complete solutions to organically drive productivity, efficiency, and experience.

Awards
Seatrade Maritime Awards Asia
Communications at Sea Award 2018
2017, 2016, 2015
2016, 2014
2012, 2010, 2008
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